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1. INTRODUCTION
ObjectRank [1] is a system to perform authority-based keyword

search on databases, inspired by PageRank [3]. PageRank is an
excellent tool to rank the global importance of the pages of the
Web, proven by the success of Google1. However, Google uses
PageRank as a tool to measure the global importance of the pages,
independently of a keyword query. (Google uses traditionalIR
techniques to estimate the relevance of a page to a keyword query,
which is then combined with the PageRank value to calculate the
final score of a page.) We appropriately extend and modify PageR-
ank to perform keyword search on databases.

For example, consider the publications database of Figure 1,
where edges denote citations (edges start from citing and end at
cited paper), and the keyword query “Sorting”. Then, using the
original variant of ObjectRank [1], the“Access Path Selection in a
Relational Database Management System”paper would be ranked
highest, because it is cited by four papers containing “sorting” (or
“sort”). The “Fundamental Techniques for Order Optimization”
paper would be ranked second, since it is cited by only three “sort-
ing” papers.

We have found through user surveys [1, 4] that the quality of the
results of ObjectRank dramatically changes according to various
calibration parameters. One of the most interesting parameters is
the specificity metric, for which the novel method of InverseOb-
jectRank is employed [4]. Ranking solely using ObjectRank,as in
the above example, induces the following problem: Objects with
general context, like the“Access Path Selection”of Figure 1, are
ranked higher than more focused (specific) objects, like the“Fun-
damental Techniques for Order Optimization”paper. Intuitively,
one might want to rank the“Fundamental Techniques for Order
Optimization” paper higher because this paper is mostly cited by
“sorting” papers, whereas the“Access Path Selection”paper is not
only cited by “sorting” papers but by many (the three papers on the
top right) papers irrelevant to “sorting”. We also identified other
calibration parameters other than the specificity metric above.

Our system ranks papers as well as authors according to their
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authority and specificity with respect to the given keywords. We
extracted data from the well-known DBLP publications database
to demonstrate the power of the “random walk” model for the pur-
poses of discovering authoritative and specific (with respect to the
keywords) publications and authors. The ObjectRank demo system
is available online at two mirror sites:
http://www.db.ucsd.edu/ObjectRank/, http://dbir.cis.fiu.edu/BibObjectRank/.

2. DATA MODEL
We view a database as a labeled graph, which is a model that

captures both relational and XML databases, as well as the web.
Thedata graphD(V, ED) is a labeled directed graph where every
nodev has a labelλ(v) and a set of keywords. For example, the
node “SIGMOD” of Figure 2 has label “Conference” and the set
of keywords{"SIGMOD"}. Each node represents anobjectof the
database.

The authority transfer graphG(V, E) represents the authority
flows between the nodes of the data graph. Given a data graph
D(V, ED), G(V, E) is created as follows. For every edgee =
(u → v) ∈ ED we create (potentially) two edgesef = (u → v)
andeb = (v → u). The edgesef andeb are annotated withau-
thority transfer ratesa(ef ) anda(eb), which denote the maximum
portion of authority that can flow betweenu andv. The authority
transfer rates are assigned for every type of semantic connection by
domain experts. For the demo, we experimented with various sets
of rates and performed user surveys [1] which lead to the following
set:

a(Paper
cites
−−−→ Paper) = 0.7 a(Paper

cited
−−−→ Paper) = 0

a(Paper → Author) = a(Author → Paper) = 0.2

a(Paper → Conference) = a(Conference → Paper) = 0.3

For example, if the edge is a citation edge, then0.7 of the author-
ity of the citing paper goes to the cited paper, whereas no authority
goes back to the citing paper.

3. DEMO DESCRIPTION

3.1 Overview
Our demo system performs authority-based keyword search on

bibliographic databases. It also provides calibration parameters
such as the specificity metric and the quality metric. Users can
specify various combinations of calibration values to control the
behavior of the system.

A user inputs (a) a keyword query, (b) a choice for combining
semantics (AND or OR), (c) the importance of global quality of the
results (i.e., Global ObjectRank), (d) the importance of containing
the actual query keywords (translated to a damping factor valued),
and (e) a specificity metric (i.e., Inverse ObjectRank). Theoutput
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Figure 1: Instance of a Publications Database
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Figure 2: A Subset of the Instance in Figure 1

of the system is a ranked list of nodes of the database (to be more
formal, of the authority transfer graph) according to the input para-
meters based on the ranking function in [4].

3.2 Dataset for the Demo
We use a bibliographic database for our ObjectRank system demo.

It was collected using the following method. First, we downloaded
all publications and citations from the DBLP database2. We noticed
that this source is missing many citations, which greatly degrades
the quality of link-based analysis. To tackle this deficiency we used
Citeseer3 as an additional citations’ source. We built a web crawler
to retrieve these citations since we found that the exportedfiles of
Citeseer are to a large degree inaccurate.

3.3 ObjectRank
Conceptually, given a query keywordw, the ObjectRank value

rw(v) of an object/nodev of the data graph is computed as follows:
Myriads of random surfers are initially found at the objectscontain-
ing the keyword “sorting”, which we call base set, and then they tra-
verse the database graph. In particular, at any time step a random
surfer is found at a node and either (i) makes a move to an adja-
cent node by traversing an edge, or (ii) moves back to a “sorting”
node. Notice how ObjectRank produces keyword-specific rank-
ings, in contrast to the global ranking of PageRank.

3.4 ObjectRank with Calibration Parameters

Specificity Metric - Inverse ObjectRank By analyzing the exam-
ple in Figure 3, we can observe how the specificity factor affects
the top-10 paper list obtained by ObjectRank for the query “Con-
currency Control”. The difference in the two results is thatfor Re-
sult (a) no specificity metric was used, while for Result (b) we used
Inverse ObjectRank. To measure the quality of these resultswe use
the bibliography section of each chapter in a database texbook [5].
We compare the recall of the top 10 papers in Results (a) and (b)
with respect to the setPCC of papers in the bibliography sections
of the chapters on “Concurrency Control”, which are viewed as the
ground truth.

2http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/ ley/db/
3http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/

For Result (a), six of the papers are found inPCC , meaning that
six papers are specific to the given query. However, this result also
includes general publications like“Notes on Data Base Operating
System”, which is cited by many “Concurrency Control” papers,
but it is much more general. To avoid such general papers, we
incorporate Inverse ObjectRank in the ranking formula (Result (b)
where eight papers are found inPCC ).

Inverse ObjectRank [4] is a keyword-specific metric of speci-
ficity, based on the link-structure of the data graph. In particular,
given a keywordw, the Inverse ObjectRank scorepw(v) of node
v shows how specificv is with respect tow. In terms of the ran-
dom surfer model,pw(v) is the probability that starting fromv and
following the edges on the opposite direction we are on a nodecon-
tainingw at a specific point in time. As is the case for ObjectRank,
the random surfer at any time step may get bored and go back tov.

Quality Metric - Global ObjectRank One may be interested in
the global importance of papers, which corresponds to the global
quality input in Section 3.1. The global (keyword-independent)
quality of the results is represented by their Global ObjectRank,
which is computed by executing the ObjectRank algorithm with all
nodes of the authority flow graph in the base set. Incorporating
Global ObjectRank in the ranking function benefits objects with
high query-independent authority. In the demo site, GlobalObjec-
tRank is incorporated in the ranking formula by setting the value of
the ‘Global ObjectRank’ parameter to ‘INCLUDE’. However, we
found that this often results in papers of very high global impor-
tance being ranked on top even though they are not highly relevant
to the given query.

More Calibration Parameters Our demo system provides two
more calibration parameters. One is the importance of the results
actually containing the query keywords. This parameter determines
the importance of a result actually containing the keywordsversus
being referenced by nodes containing them, which corresponds to
the damping factord in ObjectRank computation [1]. The damping
factor determines the portion of ObjectRank that an object trans-
fers to its neighbors as opposed to keeping to itself. It was first
introduced in the original PageRank paper [3], where it was used to
ensure convergence in the case of PageRank sinks. However, in our
work it has a new meaning since by decreasingd, we favor objects
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Figure 3: Top 10 paper lists on “Concurrency Control” with calibration parameters (Containment of actual keywords, Global Objec-
tRank, Specificity metric)
(a)
47.31 11.44 An XML Indexing Structure with Relative Region Coordinate. Dao Dinh Kha, ICDE 2001
41.02 3.08 DataGuides: Enabling Query ... Optimization in Semistructured... Roy Goldman, VLDB 1997
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(b)
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Figure 4: Top 5 papers on “XML Index”, with and without
emphasis on “XML”

that contain the actual query keywords (i.e., objects in thebase set).
Typical values ford are 0.85 for normal behavior and 0.3 to favor
objects that actually contain the keywords. In the demo, setting this
parameter to ‘Not Crucial’ translates tod = 0.85 whereas ‘Crucial’
to d = 0.3.

The other calibration parameter is the weight of each query key-
word. If the ObjectRank values of all query keywords are given
equal weight, the more popular keywords are favored. The reason
is that the distribution of ObjectRank values is more skewedwhen
the size of the base set increases, because the top objects tend to
receive more references. For example, consider two resultsfor the
query “XML Index” shown in Figure 4. Result (b) corresponds to
the situation described above. It noticeably favors the “Index” key-
word over the “XML” one. The first paper is the only one in the
database that contains both keywords in the title. However,the next
three results are all classic works on indexing and do not apply di-
rectly to XML. Intuitively, “XML” as a more specific keyword is
more important to the user. We conducted a survey [2] to con-
firm this intuition. Notice that we currently disallow changing this
parameter in the demo since assigning equal weight almost never
improves the user experience.

3.5 Enhancing Results using Ontology Graph
In order to enable users to exploit the domain knowledge related

to a given query, we integrate a domain ontology to the ObjectRank
system.

We first build theontology graphGO(VO, EO), a labeled di-
rected graph that captures a domain knowledge for terms. Aterm
consists of one or more keywords and generally it representsa sub-
ject in a specific domain such as ‘Concurrency Control’ in database
literature. We create a nodev for every term identified. An edge
e = (v → u) is added if there is a semantic relationship between
termsv andu. The edge is annotated with the type of the relation-
ship and a weightw (0 < w ≤ 1) which denotes the strength of the
relationship. So far, we only consider the relationship type ‘is-a’.
To provide the ontology graph of subjects in computer science area,
we use a subset of the ACM Computing Classification System4.

4http://www.acm.org/class/

First, we compute related terms by running the ObjectRank al-
gorithm on the ontology graph in the same way that we used the
ObjectRank algorithm on the publications data graph to compute
relevance values between a query and publications. Then, wecal-
culate a new rank value of a publicationp on a termt by combin-
ing the ObjectRank values ofp on terms related tot. For exam-
ple, when we run the ObjectRank algorithm on the ontology graph
with “Transaction Management”node as a base set, terms such
as“Concurrency Control” and“Crash Recovery”would get very
high authority values. Using the new ranking function, which com-
bines rank values of terms relevant to“Transaction Management”,
publications relevant to“Concurrency Control” or “Crash Recov-
ery” are favored even though their ObjectRank values on the given
query are not high. In this way, the system can enhance search
results automatically under the guidance of the ontology graph.

As another example consider the query“Transaction Manage-
ment Locking”. If the system infers from the ontology graph that
“Locking” is more closely related to“Concurrency Control” than
to “Transaction Management”, and“Transaction Management”is
highly relevant to“Concurrency Control”, the system will gener-
ate results that are similar to the results obtained by the ObjectRank
algorithm with the query,“Concurrency Control” and“Locking” ,
which is desirable.

4. CONCLUSION
We presented the ObjectRank system that performs authority-

based keyword search on bibliographic databases. We used Inverse
ObjectRank as a keyword-specific specificity metric and other cal-
ibration parameters such as Global ObjectRank. Finally, wepro-
posed a methodology that enables us to enhance the query results
using an ontology graph.
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